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TABLES FOR THE NEW WORK DAY
Working, focusing, sharing, training—today’s work spaces are constantly adapting 

to the new ways people work. With five interchangeable table shapes that can be 

arranged in a variety of creative ways, Build tables are always at the center of the 

action. By providing gathering places that support every type of work, it’s easy to 

see how Build tables create the foundation for a more productive workplace. 



KITE
24"x 40", 30"x 50"

HALF-ROUND
24"x 48"

WISP
30"x 54"

RECTANGLE
24"x 48", 24"x 60", 24"x 72"
30"x 48", 30"x 60", 30"x 72"

RIBBON
30"x 54"

MIX  
AND MATCH

PICK A SPACE. THEN GATHER AROUND. 

COMMONS
A one-on-one meeting. Followed 
by a group discussion. Then a quick 
conversation over lunch. Active 
areas do it all, as long as the  
spaces are designed to keep up.

BREAKOUT
Sometimes you just have to break 
away. Position Build tables near 
desks to give workstation warriors 
a convenient retreat, informal 
meeting spot or change-of-pace 
work area. 

TRAINING 
From small to large group 
instruction, every training 
session is supported by Build. 
Each lightweight, mobile table 
can be easily repositioned and 
reconfigured to fit any need. 

FOCUSED
Isolation. At times it can seem 
impossible to find. Now it’s easy. 
Just place a Build table or two in 
a quiet spot to help anyone find 
their zen place.



WHATEVER THE TASK. WHEREVER THE SETTING.
Work happens here, there and everywhere. From open areas and training rooms to collaborative spaces between, 

Build meets your needs on your terms. Looking for a short-term parking outside the workstation? No problem. 

Training a group of new employees? Just say when. Build gives you total control over your environment, from the 

table configurations to the way they express your brand and style. The palette of worksurface laminates spans the 

entire spectrum, while the endless configurations cover all your needs. Create more. Connect more. Build more.
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LAMINATES

LEG FINISH T-MOLD

BlackPlatinum 14 color selections 
available

OPTIONS

HarvestNatural Maple* Bourbon Cherry

Cognac* Shaker Cherry*Pinnacle*

KiwiBlue AgaveTangerine

Mahogany* Mocha* Brilliant White*

Whitestone Black*Charcoal*

Steel MeshSheer Mesh Silver Mesh

PomegranateGreyWhite

Taupe Mesh Desert Zephyr Canyon Zephyr

* Indicates available T-Mold selections. See HON Pricer for  
 complete listing of laminate and T-Mold selections.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABILITY

Ranges from 25” - 35” in 1” increments 

BUILD TABLES

Half-Round Table Ribbon Table Kite Table Wisp Table Rectangle Table



For more information, visit hon.com/build
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